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Prepared as part of the Bonsall Creek Watershed Plan project
(2015), this Map Atlas graphically outlines information and
knowledge about the current state of the watershed, and is
divided into 5 thematic sections. It is intended to be used as both
a reference document, and a tool to initiate discussion about the
future management of the watershed.
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A watershed is an area of land
where all of the water that is
under it or drains off of it goes
into the same place.
— US Environmental
Protection Agency

An area of land, a bounded
hydrologic system, within
which all living things are
inextricably linked by their
common water course and
where, as humans settled,
simple logic demanded
that they become part of a
community.
— John Wesley Powell
American scientist geographer

Bonsall Creek Watershed

Context

The Bonsall Creek watershed is a 36km2
scenic area of North Cowichan. It is bound
by the larger Chemainus River watershed
to the north and the Cowichan River
watershed to the south.
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Topography

Through Whitehouse Creek and Bonsall
Creek, the watershed drains from the
slopes of Mount Sicker and Mount Prevost
in the west (over 700m elevation) and
travels 12km eastward to the ocean. The
gradient drops quickly and the majority of
the Bonsall Creek channel is in low gradient,
farmed reaches.
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Context

Land Use

Agriculture

Agricultural land is predominantly located
along Whitehouse Creek, Solly’s Creek, and
the Bonsall Creek mainstem. The majority
of farmland is used for forage or grass
production.
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Land use

The watershed area is sparsely developed,
with farming and rural residential being the
main land uses. There is a small commercial
area along the highway. The Town of Crofton
is the nearest urban centre.
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Forestry

Forestry Lands comprise three different
classes: Crown forests managed by the
provincial Ministry of Forests, Lands and
Natural Resource Operations under the
Forest Practices Act; Municipal Forest
Reserve owned and operated by the
Municipality; and private forests subject to
the Private Managed Forest Land Act and
Regulation. 1,300ha of the Municipal Forest
Reserve (5,000ha in Municipality) falls
within the Bonsall Creek Watershed.
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Zoning
There are 580 properties and 259 dwellings
in the Bonsall Creek watershed area.
Properties within the Bonsall Creek
Watershed are predominantly zoned
Agriculture (A), with the majority of
properties zoned A1, A2 and others falling
under A3 and A4.
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Infrastructure

Municipal services are concentrated
in Chemanius, Crofton, and the South
End. Properties within the Bonsall Creek
watershed are typically rural and serviced
with on-site wells or surface water use and
septic systems. The highway corridor is
designated as Rural, and is dominated by
agriculture and forestry uses.
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Water source protection

Water source protection extends to highly
vulnerable aquifers, typically in floodplains.
These areas are subject to Development
Permit Area 3 (Natural Environment). Use
or disposal of substances or contaminants
that may be harmful to area aquifers is
prohibited.
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Water

Designated floodplain

Bonsall Creek lies within the limits of
the Chemainus River 1:20 year return
period flood, though it is likely to receive
Chemainus River inflows more frequently.
Highway 1 lies above the Chemainus
floodplain and acts as a dike when flow
levels rise, resulting in the diversion of
Chemainus flood water into Whitehouse
Creek, which is then conveyed into Bonsall
Creek. The Chemainus floodplain extends
into the Bonsall Creek basin, covering an
area of approximately 1.8km2.
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Water table

Bonsall Creek has a very low gradient
downstream of Highway 1 and the water
table is generally not far below the surface.
A significant amount of the land between
Highway 1 and Westholme Road is less than
0.5m above the water table. Areas of low
gradient, where the composition of the
soils are such that they are generally poorly
drained, are quick to flood and water is
slow to recede.
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Surficial geology

B

A
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Drainage in the Chemainus Valley is
structurally
controlled
by
bedrock
formations created well before the most
recent glaciation. More recently, the land
has emerged from the sea and the lower 2
to 3 km of the Chemainus River and Bonsall
Creek flow in a broad alluvial floodplain
comprised of recently deposited fluvial
sediments. Sediments of the Chemainus
aquifer can clearly be seen as the yellow
fluvial deposits at B and the alluvial fan
at A.

Soil drainage class

A

A large proportion of ground in the
watershed is poorly drained and is
capable of storing floodwaters that would
naturally recharge the stream after the flow
levels dropped. Aquifer recharge is likely
enhanced in areas where soil drainage is
greater, which for the most part occurs in
upland areas. The Bonsall Creek alluvial fan
at “A” is an area where recharge to upper
aquifers likely occurs. Upper Whitehouse
Creek watershed is characterized by well
to moderately well drained soils, likely
contributing to recharge of the bedrock
aquifer and the Chemainus aquifer.
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Mapped aquifers

Three bedrock and two overburden aquifers
have been mapped in the Bonsall Creek
watershed. Provincial mapping updates are
required in additional areas:
• A sand and gravel aquifer occurs in
the vicinity of Crofton that is currently
mapped as bedrock aquifer (red
circle); and,
• Aquifer 174 was found to occur at
depth throughout lower Bonsall Creek
(blue circle).
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Interpreted bedrock

The groundwater flow direction within the
main overburden aquifers overlying the
bedrock is illustrated by the yellow arrows.
The bedrock high at the mouth of Bonsall
Creek watershed may act as a barrier to
groundwater flow to the ocean (red arrow).
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Piezometric contours

Interpreted Piezometric contours were
derived from groundwater levels recorded
at the time of drilling and are used to
interpolate a “watershed-scale” elevation
of the water table (piezometric surface).
The horizontal hydraulic gradient is
greater in the upper watershed (as shown
by a narrow spacing of the piezometric
contours), and virtually flattens towards
the lower reaches and mouth of the creek.
The very low horizontal hydraulic gradient
towards the ocean (i.e., very flat water
table) likely exacerbates the seasonally
high water table in lower Bonsall Creek. The
Solly’s Creek groundwater sub-basin can be
identified by the groundwater divide at the
dashed orange line.
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Climate, Hazards, and Ecosystems

Precipitation

The historical mean precipitation for
annual (top left), January (top right), July
(bottom left) and November (bottom
right) for the watershed and surrounding
region are shown. On average, BC has been
experiencing more days out of the year
with precipitation, and fewer consecutive
dry days. For the coming decades,
projections show North Cowichan’s annual
precipitation continuing to increase
slightly, but with notable decreases in
the summer—decreases larger than the
provincial average.
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Floodplains and sea level rise

A projection for 1 metre sea level rise by the
year 2100 is shown. The BC Parks Shoreline
Sensitivity Model identifies coastline in
the watershed as a zone highly sensitive
to sea level rise and erosion. Currently, a
combination of a severe storm event at
high tide could overwhelm coastal flood
protection infrastructure, even without
additional sea level rise.
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Hazards: steep slopes and wildfire

Warming, water flow decrease and
increased drought hazard will increase the
risk of wildfire hazard. As the presence
of different tree species change due to
changes in climate, fire risk may be elevated.
Projections indicate British Columbia will
have five or six times as many fires in the
near future. Although some fires can be
beneficial for forest rejuvenation, the types
of fires projected to occur in the future will
do more damage than good.
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Sensitive ecosystems

There are a several sensitive ecosystems
in the watershed area. According to the
Conservation Data Center (CDC), there
are 42 blue (special concern) or red listed
(endangered or threatened) wildlife
species, and 44 red or blue listed ecological
communities, with the potential to occur
within the Coastal Douglas Fir Zone.
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Biogeoclimatic ecosystem classification

The watershed is located in the Coastal
Douglas Fir (CDF) Biogeoclimatic Zone,
one of the smallest zones in B.C., covering
approximately 0.3% of the province. The
CDF is located at low elevations (between
0 and 260m) on areas of the mainland coast,
the Gulf Islands and the southeastern coast
of Vancouver Island. Common vegetative
species in the CDF are Douglas Fir, Western
Red Cedar, Western Hemlock, Big Leaf
Maple, Red Alder, Pacific Crab Apple, Pacific
Dogwood, Gary Oak and Arbutus.
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Community Experience

Community mapping: water

This map was developed via community
watershed mapping exercises completed
at open houses for the Bonsall Creeek
Watershed Management Plan. Participants
located important or notable elements for
water, including streams, ponds, blockages,
marshes, and other. There appears to be a
high degree of awareness of water elements
in the watershed.
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Community mapping: ecology and habitat

This map was developed via community
watershed mapping exercises completed
at open houses for the Bonsall Creeek
Watershed Management Plan. Participants
located important or notable elements
for ecology (eg: forest type, plant species
concentration) and habitat (eg: beaver dam,
animal home, habitat area for a specific
species). There appears to be a high degree
of public awareness of natural elements in
the watershed.
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Community mapping: physical and economic

This map was developed via community
watershed mapping exercises completed
at open houses for the Bonsall Creeek
Watershed Management Plan. Participants
located important or notable physical
features (eg: viewpoints, steep slopes,
natural landmarks) and economic features
(eg: business, farm, resource extraction
activity). There appears to be a high degree
awareness of physical and economic
elements in the watershed.
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Community mapping: historical and spiritual

This map was developed via community
watershed mapping exercises completed
at open houses for the Bonsall Creeek
Watershed Management Plan. Participants
located important or notable historical and
spiritual (eg: sacred place, visiting place,
tourist spot) elements. There appears to
be moderate awareness of historical and
cultural uses in the area.
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